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Word Pronunciation Definition
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Level

collective 11 kß-l¤k´ t½v of or referring to a group or mass of individual persons or 
things; concerning a group as a whole or a group of 
individuals acting together or as one; general; entire

conservative 9 kßn-sûr´ vß-t½v resistant to change; seeking to protect or keep established 
institutions and conventions or to maintain the existing order 
of things; moderate, restrained, or conventional in attitude, 
style, or manners

demagogue 12 d¤m´ ß-g¼g a leader or teacher who uses prejudices and emotions to 
manipulate followers; a leader who rouses or stirs up the 
masses by appealing to their passions and prejudices

humility 10 hy†-m½l´ ½-tè a freedom from pride and arrogance; a modest opinion of 
one's own worth; a lack of false pride; meekness; 
humbleness; modesty

invariably 11 ½n-vâr´ è-ß-blè in an unchanging way; uniformly; unalterably; consistently; 
unfailingly; constantly; always; all of the time

lye 7 lì a mixture that is made of wood ash and water and used in 
soap making

militant 12 m½l´ ½-tßnt having or displaying active or aggressive behavior for a 
cause; engaged in warfare, fighting, or combat; combative; 
offensive; assertive; warlike

passport 8 p¥s´ pôrt a document issued to citizens allowing them to travel to and 
from, or pass through, foreign countries

prestige 10 pr¤-stèj´ a high standing achieved through success, influence, or 
wealth; a level of respect at which one is regarded by others; 
influence; power; status

psychological 10 sì-kß-l¼j´ ½-kßl of or relating to behavior and the workings of the mind; 
mental or emotional

publicly 9 p¾b´ l½k-lè in a manner that is open, accessible, or available to all 
people; in front of an audience; openly; not privately

riot 7 rì´ ßt a violent, public disturbance by an unruly mob; an act of 
group violence

rituals 10 r½ch´ †-ßlz traditional or established ceremonies; customs that do not 
vary in their practice

specific 8 spß-s½f´ ½k clear or clearly defined; definite; distinct; precise or exact; 
certain or particular

uttered 7 ¾t´ ßrd said or verbalized; expressed thoughts or feelings with words; 
made a sound with one's voice
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b bed
ch chalk, catch, question
d
f
g
h
hw
j
k
l
m
n
p
r
s

drawer, could
fish, rough, graph, calf
great, guest
happy
where
jump, giraffe, bridge
ankle, cat, rack, chasm, quiche
lemon, needle
rhyme, hymn, tomb
nice, know, gnat
pet
red, wrist, rhyme
sister, cent, psalm, science

t toy, debt, thyme, receipt sit, dessert½
th
ª
v
w
y
z
zh
sh
¥
à
âr
ä
¤
è

think
than
savage
with, while
yes
zebra
leisure, genre
shut, motion, chandelier, issue
bad
hate
care, hair, wear
father, are
fetch, head
be, seat, receive

ì
îr
¼
ò
ô/ôr
oi
‡
†
ou
¾
ûr
y†
ß
ßr

slide, pie
pier, hear, miracle
hot, conscious
hope, boat, row
caught, raw, for, war
noise, boy
book
tool
found, how
cup, rummage
fur, heard
cute, beautiful
afar, capable, us
father, fir


